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   rudeness to refinement; or, Inquiries concerning the
   history of law, government, and manners.
   Edinburgh, Printed by J. Robertson. 1792
   The 2d ed.

Tanner, Thomas.
   Bibliotheca britannicohibernica.
   1748

Taylor, John.
   A discovery of the author of the letters of Junius.
   London, printed for Taylor and Hessey. 1813

Taylor, John.
   The identity of Junius with a distinguished living
   character established.
   London, printed for Taylor and Hessey. 1818

Texte, Joseph.
   Jean-Jacques Rousseau and the cosmopolitan
   spirit in literature.
   J.W. Matthews. London, Duckworth and co.; New
   York, The Macmillan company. 1899
   A study of the literary relations between France and
   England during the eighteenth century.

Theatrical biography: or, Memoirs of the principal
performers of the three theatres-royal. Drury-
Lane...Covent-Garden...Hay-market.
London printed; Dublin, Reprinted for H. Saunders
etc. 1772
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The Theatrical bouquet: containing an alphabetical
arrangement of the prologues and epilogues, which
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time that Colley Cibber first came on the stage to the
present year.
London, Printed for T. Lowndes. 1780

The Thespian Dictionary...forming a complete
modern history of the English stage.
[London], J. Cundee. 1805
2d ed.

[Thomson, James].
   Britannia.
   London, J. Millan. 1730
   A poem...2d ed., cor.

Thomson, James.
   The castle of Indolence: an allegorical poem.
   London, A. Millar. 1748
   Written in imitation of Spenser.

[Thomson, James].
   Liberty.
[London, A. Millar]. [1735-1736]
A poem; 5v. in 1.

**Thomson, James.**

The seasons.
London, J. Murray. 1778
To which is prefixed an essay on the plan and character of the poem by J. Aikin.

**Thomson, James.**

Spring.
London, A. Millar [etc.]. 1728
A poem.

**Thomson, James.**

Summer.
London, J. Millan. 1727
A poem.

**Thomson, James.**

Tempora Thomsoni in latino versu reddita a Roberto Christiano Brownell.
Londino, venduntur apud Mr. Yeats, Mr. Hookham, Mr. Wallis. 1795

**Thomson, James.**

Winter.
Dublin, Reprinted by T. Hume, for W. Smith. 1726
A poem.

[Tindal, Matthew].

A defence of The rights of the Christian church.
London. 1709
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**Toland, John.**

A collection of several pieces of Mr. John Toland, now first publish’d from his original manuscripts; with some memoirs of his life and writings.
London, J. Peele. 1726
2v.

**Tomlins, Frederick Guest.**

A Brief View of the English Drama.
London, C. Mitchell. 1840

**Towers, Joseph.**

An Essay on the Life, Character, and Writings of Dr. Samuel Johnson.
London, C. Dilly. 1786

(Towers, Joseph).

A letter to Dr. Samuel Johnson: occasioned by his late political publications.
London, Printed for J. Towers. 1775
With an Appendix, containing some observations on a pamphlet lately pub. By Dr. Shebbeare.

**Townshend, Charles.**

A defence of the minority in the House of commons, on the question relating to general warrants.
London, Printed for J. Almon. 1764

**Traill, Henry Duff.**

The New Fiction.

London, Hurst and Blackett, Limited. 1897

**Traill, Henry Duff.**

The new Lucian, being a series of dialogues of the dead.
London, Chapman and Hall Limited. 1884

**Traill, Henry Duff.**

Sterne.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1887

(Trapp, Joseph).

Thoughts upon the four last things: Death; Judgment; Heaven; Hell.
London, L. Gilliver. 1734
A poem in four parts...Pt. I-II; 2v.

**Tucker, Abraham.**

The light of nature pursued.
London, Printed for R. Faulder [etc.]. 1805

**Tyrwhitt, Thomas.**

Observations and conjectures upon some passages of Shakespeare.
Oxford, Clarendon Press. 1766

**Tyrwhitt, Thomas.**

A vindication of the Appendix to the Poems called Rowley's in reply to the answers of the Dean of Exeter, Jacob Bryant, esquire, and a third anonymous writer: with some further observations upon those poems, and an examination of the evidence which has been produced in support of their authenticity.
London, T. Payne and Son. 1782

**Victor, Benjamin.**

The history of the theatres of London and Dublin, from the year 1730 to the present time.
London, Printed for T. Davies, etc. 1761-1771
To which is added, an annual register of all the plays, &c., performed at the theatres-royal in London, from the year 1712. With occasional notes and anecdotes, by Mr. Victor; 3v. in 2.

**Walker, Hugh.**

Three Centuries of Scottish Literature.
Glasgow, J. Maclehose. 1893
2v.

**Ward, John.**

The lives of the professors of Gresham college: to which is prefixed the life of the founder, Sir Thomas Gresham.
London, Printed by J. Moore for the author. 1740
With an appendix.

**Warton, Joseph.**

Odes on various subjects.
London, Printed for R. Dodsley, and sold by M. Cooper. 1746

**Warton, Thomas.**
An enquiry into the authenticity of the poems attributed to Thomas Rowley.
London, J. Dodsley. 1782
In which the arguments of the Dean of Exeter, and Mr. Bryant, are examined.

Warton, Thomas.
History of English Poetry from the Twelfth to the Close of the Sixteenth Century.
London, Reeves and Turner. 1871
4v.

Welsted, Leonard.
The works, in verse and prose, of Leonard Welsted, esq.
London, The editor. 1787
Now first collected with historical notes, and biographical memoirs of the author, by John Nichols.

West, Gilbert.
Education, a poem: in two cantos.
London, Printed for R. Dodsley, and sold by M. Cooper. 1751
Written in imitation of the style and manner of Spenser's Fairy queen...Canto the first.

Whalley, Peter.
An enquiry into the learning of Shakespeare with remarks on several passages of his plays.
London, T. Waller. 1748
In a conversation between Eugenius and Neander.

[Whately, Thomas].
Considerations on the trade and finances of this kingdom, and on the measures of administration, with respect to those great national objects since the conclusion of the peace.
London, Printed for J. Wilkie. 1766

White, Thomas Holt.
A review of Johnson's criticism on the style of Milton's English prose, with strictures on the introduction of Latin idioms into the English language.
London, R. Hunter. 1818

Whitehead, William.
Plays and poems by William Whitehead, esq., poet laureat.
London, Printed for J. Dodsley. 1774
2v.

[Whyte, Samuel].
A collection of poems, the productions of the kingdom of Ireland: selected from a collection pub. in that kingdom, intituled, The Shamrock; or, Hibernian oresses.
London, R. Snagg. 1774
The 2d ed.

Whyte, Samuel.
Miscellanea Nova, containing, amidst a variety of other matters curious and interesting remarks on Boswell's Johnson.
Dublin, printed by R. Marchbank, for the editor E.A. Whyte. 1800

(Wilkes, John).
A letter to His Grace the Duke of Grafton, first commissioner of His Majesty's treasury.
London, Printed for J. Almon. 1767

[Wilkes, John].
A letter to the right honourable George Grenville, occasioned by his publication of the speech he made in the House of commons on the motion for expelling Mr. Wilkes, Friday, February 3, 1769.
London, I. Fell. 1769
With an appendix.

Wilkie, William.
The Epigoniad.
London, Printed for A. Millar; and A. Kincaid and J. Bell in Edinburgh. 1759
A poem. In nine books; 2d ed., carefully cor. and improved.

Wilkinson, Tate.
Memoirs of his own life.
York, Printed for the author by Wilson, Spence, and Mawman, and sold by G.G.J. and J. Robinson [etc.]. 1790
4v.

Wilkinson, Tate.
The wandering patentee; or, A history of the Yorkshire theatres, from 1770 to the present time.
York, Printed for the author, by Wilson, Spence, and Mawman. 1795
interspersed with anecdotes respecting most of the performers in the three kingdoms, from 1765 to 1795; 4v.

Witherspoon, John.
A serious inquiry into the nature and effects of the stage: and a letter respecting play actors.
New York: Published by Whiting & Watson, 96 Broadway; [Printed by D. & G. Bruce]. 1812
(Also a sermon, on the burning of the theatre at Richmond, &c. By Samuel Miller)...together with an introductory address, by several ministers in New-York, &c.

[Wollaston, William].
The religion of nature delineated.
(London ?). 1722

Wood, Anthony.
Athenae Oxonienses.
London, printed for F.C. & J. Rivington. 1813-1820
An exact history of all the writers and bishops who have had their education in the University of Oxford; 5v.

Young John.
A Criticism of the Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard.
Edinburgh, J. Ballantyne and Co. 1810

Young, Edward.
The centaur not fabulous.
Philadelphia: Published by Robert Johnson, no. 2, North third street. 1806
In six letters to a friend, on the life in vogue. With the life of the author...Johnson's ed.

[Young, Edward].
[Conjectures on original composition].
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[In a letter to the author of Sir Charles Grandison].

[Young, Edward].
The universal passion.
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6v. in 1.
Robert Crawley, the 7th Earl of Grantham and Viscount Downton; simply addressed as Lord Grantham, (born 1866) is the patriarch of the Crawley family and the co-owner of Downton Abbey (along with his eldest daughter). He is the son of the 6th Earl of Grantham and Violet Crawley, Dowager Countess of Grantham and the brother of Lady Rosamund Painswick. He fought in the South African Wars with John Bates. Charles John Canning, 1st Earl Canning. William Pitt, 1st Earl of Chatham. Charles James Fox. William Ewart Gladstone. Â King Harold I was originally buried in the Abbey, but his body was exhumed, beheaded, and thrown into a fen in June 1040. The body was later rescued and re-buried in the church of St Clement Danes in Westminster. A number of Cromwellians were also buried in the Abbey but later removed, in 1661, on the orders of King Charles II, and buried in a pit in St Margaret's churchyard, adjoining the Abbey. Later John accompanied his brother Charles to America and published his first hymnbook in Charlestown in 1737. Returning to London John became a travelling preacher and a leader in the Methodist movement which eventually separated from the Church of England and established its own chapels. Â A service for the tercentenary of the birth of Charles Wesley was held in the Abbey on 2nd October 2007. Further Reading. Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 2004.